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Abstract: Hyper chaos is the non-periodic behaviour of deterministic nonlinear dynamical system that is highly sensitive to
initial conditions with more than one positive Lypunov Exponents, i.e., its dynamics expand not only small line segments,
but also small area elements, these giving rise to a ‘thick’ chaotic attractor. Bifurcation effects include the period doubling
route to chaos, the intermittency route to chaos, the quasiperiodicity route to chaos and of course the crisis. This popularity
is attributed to the main advantages which electric circuits offer to experimental hyper chaos studies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Studies on autonomous chaotic circuits have reasonably
been developed by means of the dynamical system theory.
Especially, three dimensional autonomous systems have
been well investigated and some excellent theoretical results
have been obtained [1-5]. Some four dimensional systems
have been recently been investigated experimentally. The
invention of higher order chaotic systems is very useful and
important for the development of the nonlinear electronic
circuit theory. From such point, this paper deals a three
dimensional non-autonomous hyper chaos generator. Hyper
chaos is the non-periodic behaviour of deterministic
nonlinear dynamical system that is highly sensitive to initial
conditions with more than one positive Lypunov Exponents,
i.e., its dynamics expand not only small line segments, but
also small area elements, these giving rise to a ‘thick’ chaotic
attractor [5]. Bifurcation effects include the period doubling
route to chaos, the intermittency route to chaos, the
quasiperiodicity route to chaos and of course the crisis
[6-13]. This popularity is attributed to the main advantages
which electric circuits offer to experimental hyper chaos
studies, such complicated hyper chaotic wave forms are
expected to be utilised for realization of several hyper
chaotic applications such as a chaos communication system
with robustness against various interference including multi-
user access [9-15].

2. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

The hyper chaos generator circuit is shown in the Figure 1.
It consists of two linear active elements, a linear capacitor,
a locally active resistor, one linear negative conductance
(G) using current feed back op amp and two p-n junction
diode (parallel mode). This proposed system is the most

simple third order non autonomous electronic generator of
hyper chaotic signal. The chaotic behavior of the circuit is
studied by varying the amplitude of the external source,
while keeping the other circuit parameters at constant values.
One finds that the circuit admits period doubling route to
chaos, it also exhibits crisis induced hyper chaos. Here, this
system also exhibits single-band chaos, double-band chaos
and hyper chaos. The important requisite for hyper chaos is
that number of active elements giving rise to instability
should be one or two. Also of which one should necessarily
be a nonlinear device.

Figure 1: Hyper Chaos System

Applying Kirchhoff laws, the set of three coupled first
order differential equations describing the circuit is
obtained as:
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where ‘f’ is the amplitude and ω is the angular frequency of
the external periodic force.

3. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS: ROUTE
TO HYPER CHAOS VIA PERIOD- DOUBLING
PHENOMENON

For our experimental study, we have chosen the following
the typical values of the circuit in the Fig. 6.1: L1= 101.3mH,
L2= 61.9mH, C=10nF, R= 492 ohm and the frequency f=5.5
kHz. The amplitude of the forced signal is variable one and
it is treated as the control parameter of the circuit.

By increasing the amplitude of the periodic signal from
320 mV, the circuit is found to exhibit sequences of
bifurcations, starting from period 1T, period 2T, period 4T,
single band chaos, single band hyper chaos, double band
hyper chaos, periodic window, double band chaos,
intermittency, period-1 window, reverse period adding:
period 5T, period 4T, and period 3T. The details of
experimental observations/ dynamic behaviours of the
system have been investigated extensively for different range
of the amplitude of the external periodic signal, the results
given in Figure 2.

1. For small values of amplitude F (~ 320 mV), period
-1T occurs. This is stable for 320< F <359 mV. It
is shown in the Figure 2a.

2. When the amplitude is increased to F=360 mV, the
period- 1T becomes unstable and a period -2T orbit
is born and is stable in the range of amplitude
360< F <389 mV. As the parameter F is further
increased, period -4T orbit is found to occur leading
to onset of chaos (see Figure 2b).

3. The amplitude of the external periodic signal F is
increased, the period -4T orbit at F=390 mV occurs
and it is stable in the range of 390 < F < 399
mV(Figure 2c).

4. When the amplitude of the circuit is further
increased, single band chaos is born at the
amplitude value F=400 mV and is stable in the
range of 400 < F < 409 mV. It is mentioned in
Figure 2d.

5. The single band hyper chaos attractor is born at
410 mV and it maintains the same in the range of
410 < F < 419 mV (see Figure 2e).

6. After that the system exhibits double band hyper
chaos and it is stable in the range of 420 < F < 429
mV (see Figure 2f).

7. The system release periodic window at the
amplitude ranging of 430 mV, and it maintains up
to 439 mV. It is depicted in Figure 2g.

8. Again double band chaos is born at the amplitude
of the system is 440mV (see Figure 2h). After that
this system leads to window/ intermittency, period-
1T window (Figure 2i-j).

9. Mainly, this proposed system provides the
remarkable dynamics such as reverse period
adding like period- 5T, period- 4T, and period- 3T
(Figure 2k-m).

The main advantage of the proposed system is that it
produces all important types of bifurcation sequence
available in nonlinear circuit theory. It is known as an
interesting phenomenon which can not be observed from
three- dimensional systems. Also it is simple, low cost and
using only two p-n junction diode (not using cubic nonlinear
function with six p-n junction diodes).

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A simple hyper chaos generator is studied. The circuit can
be constructed easily using three energy storage elements,
one active resistor, and negative conductance with two
parallel diodes. Using a simple test circuit, hyper chaotic
attractor can be verified in the laboratory. Due to usage of
stable oscillator, coupled through a negative conductance,
this circuit has better reproducibility and higher stability.
Also, this circuit can be realized easily. The attractive feature
of this system is the presence of hyper chaotic attractor overFigure 2
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a range of parameter values, which might be useful for
applications in controlling of hyper chaos, artificial neural
network, synchronization and ensuring secure communication
applications.
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